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Test action system has been carried into execution in foreign countries for years. 
It has always been moved forward in the mass dispute. However, in recent years, the 
test action has taken increasingly prominent role in resolving dispute. It can also 
cooperate with other mass-tort systems to solve mass-tort, and it’s values have been 
approved by the judiciary and jurist. In China, the studies on test action are very poor. 
However, in practice, there is a mode of trial "detach the case, try the cases together", 
which is similar to test action. But because of the lack of theoretical guidance, there 
are many gaps in practice. So it’s important to study the test action for improving our 
system. In this thesis, I introduced the test action. The full thesis is divided into the 
following four parts: 
Chapter Ι is about overview of test action system, which contains the concept of 
action, function and value of test action. And this chapter also describes legislation of 
test action over the world. Chapter II is about research of the contracts of test action. 
Test action as a result of contractual obligation is based on contracts of test action. 
The contracts of test action contain contract on laying aside the lawsuits, contract on 
ensuring the force effect of the test action, contract on ensuring the force effect of the 
elegit and contract about the procedure of test action. Chapter III is about the 
procedure rules of test action. Generally, the procedure of test action as a result of 
contractual obligation has been divided into three parts: the startup, the trying process 
and final procedural. Their characteristic is the focus of this chapter. Chapter IV is 
about the design of proceedings for test action. This chapter analyzes the feasibility 
and the need of bringing in test action, and it also provides a concrete path to build the 
test action in China. 
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义的案件，如大庆联谊案：2004 年 8 月，788 名股民向哈尔滨中院起诉上市公司
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